
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COST ACTION FP1301 

 

“Innovative management and multifunctional utilization of traditional coppice forests - an 

answer to future ecological, economic and social challenges in the European forestry 

sector (EuroCoppice)” 

 

Minutes of the 2nd WG Meeting of the WG 1 

 

Greenwich University  

3-5 November, 2014 

Minutes Summary   

Participants: Vice leader WG 1 Mr. Pieter D. KOFMAN, MC member Prof. Enrico MARCHI  

MC substitute Dr. Martin KÜHMAIER , Rob JARMAN, Ivailo I.MARKOFF  

WG Leader: Dr.silv. DagnijaLazdina 

Rapporteur: working group leader Dagnija Lazdina 

Agenda 

Completed tasks and progress 

List of actual tasks and deadlines 

Discussions about typology criteria selection 

Presentation of updates in Glossary 

Future working plan 

Point 1 

Progress 

http://www.eurocoppice.uni-freiburg.de/members/kofman-pieter
http://www.eurocoppice.uni-freiburg.de/members/marchi-enrico
http://www.eurocoppice.uni-freiburg.de/members/kuemaier
http://www.eurocoppice.uni-freiburg.de/members/jarman-rob
http://www.eurocoppice.uni-freiburg.de/members/lazdia-dagnija


 

 Poster presentation at  INTERNATIONAL POPLAR SYMPOSIUM (IPS VI) 

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, –July 21-24, 2014 Conference Paper: Poplar and 

willow coppices - from greening, fence and crafts till bioenegy - historical changes of 

management during last century, p181 (DOI: 10.13140/2.1.2161.3121) 

 Updating of data base of definitions. - There are list of term shared. Now there is 

necessary to add an additional information and to make changes, update exsisting one– 

D.Lazdina is responsible for draft for fact sheet for each country, she will to do it after 

adding of missing info from some countries. 

 Prepared list of additional terms for glossary during Summer training school. Glossary is 

updated with Latvian translation of terms. During STSM Carolina Lombardini made 

contribution to the forest glossary, translating coppice related terms to Italian language 

Point 2 

Scheduled activities for grant period 2 (2015):  

o First updated draft of Glossary will be available for downloading at beginning of 

2015. Draft of list of fact sheets will be prepared and sent to experts. Two types 

of typology will be created according to legal frame and according to ecological 

aspects. Top ten publications about coppices from each country will be selected 

to start create of data base of most important publications about coppice forest.  

o Enda Notes is responsible for finishing list of experts. Dagnija Lazdina is 

responsible for creating of fact sheets. Enda Coates is responsible for literature 

studies. Pieter D.Kofman and Radomir Klavac is responsible for Draft of 

Glossary. Martin Kuhmaier is responsible for translation of terms in German. 

 
 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264117452_Poplar_and_willow_coppices_-_from_greening_fence_and_crafts_till_bioenegy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AlkV9EfxKZ9EdFNKU1R3cS13UFl6Z3JubDNSci15ZVE&usp=sharing

